
Prices include VAT. A discretionary 12.5% service charge will be applied to 
your bill, all of which goes to the team. If you have any dietary requirements or 
are concerned about food allergies, e.g nuts, you are invited to ask one of our 
team for assistance when selecting menu items.

M A I N S

SEA GREEN 
Pan-fried salmon & fine beans 

GOLDEN YELLOW  
Chicken goujons & fries 

RED SPLASH 
Margherita pizzette 

PURE RED   
Penne pasta with tomato sauce 

S W E E T S

COCO BROWN 
Chocolate brownie  

COOL HUE 
Ice cream scoop 

2 COURSES  

£10 

 Quiz answers 1.Tate Modern   2.Green  3.Picasso  4.Blue  

5.Portrait    6.Collage  7.Complementary  8.White  9.Printing

CHILDRENS MENU UNDER 12 YEARS



1. Name of the modern art gallery 5 minutes from here

2. Colour made from mixing yellow and blue

3. Famous Spanish abstract artist whose portraits some-
times have more than one face

4. Name the missing third primary colour red, yellow and ...

5. A drawing of a person as the subject is known as what? 

6. Using different materials and sticking them all down 
together is called what? 

7. Colours which are opposite each other on the colour 
wheel are known as what? 

8. To make a colour lighter, you can add which other paint?

9. Pressing paint-covered items onto paper or fabric is 
known as what?

THE CREATIVE QUIZ...

Visit our Maker’s Studio next door and 
watch our artist in residence at work.  
Ask our team for details or find out more: 

Banksidehotel.com/artyardstudio

ART 
IST

Additive Primary Colours

Subtractive Primary Colours

There are two types of primary colours, additive and 
subtractive. Then there are secondary colours that are 
made from mixing combinations of the primary colours. 

The subtractive primary 
colours are the ones 
associated with the 
subtraction of light: cyan, 
magenta and yellow. 
The combination of these 
results in black.

RED

GREEN BLUE

The additive primary 
colours are obtained 
through the light it emits: 
red, green and blue. 
The combination of these 
three results in white.

The secondary colours 
of these are: cyan, 
magenta and yellow. 
They are the result of 
these combinations. 

Brush up on your colour theory...
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The secondary colours 
of these are: red, 
green and blue They 
are the result of these 
combinations. 
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